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the D
overview

Your wedding day is one of the most important days of your life. It is a gathering
of friends and family to celebrate you and your partner joining in a union as you
decided to live the rest of your lives together. With all that comes a lot of stress
and pressure, this is where the D Casino and Hotel in Las Vegas can help.
Our Downtown Las Vegas events spaces can accommodate up to 500 people and
offer both indoor and outdoor experiences. When planning a wedding at the D, we
can help organize details such as exclusive food menus finding the perfect venue
to say “I do” with as little stress as possible.
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THE D

Detroit Ballroom at the D

Traverse City Patio

The 5,450-square-foot Detroit Ballroom
featuring the brand-new Traverse City Patio.
This is the perfect outdoor setting to take in a
beautiful view of the downtown skyline.

The Traverse City Patio outdoor space that
overlooks the Downtown Las Vegas Skyline for
parties up to 100 people.

Vue Bar

Andiamo Steakhouse

Vue Bar at the D is a bar that not only lifts your
spirits, but gives you an elevated view of patrons
below as well. The Vue Bar provides delicious
drinks along with exciting gaming opportunities.
Many enjoy the views from the patio as it offers
the perfect viewing spot for the lights on Fremont
Street and wandering tourists below. Vue Bar in
Downtown Las Vegas is truly a venue that is both
appealing to a casino goer and the casual socialite.

American steaks with an Italian flavor are at Joe
Vicari’s Andiamo steakhouse where you can also
find Italian breads, award-winning sauces, and
homemade pasta. All created from scratch using
the freshest ingredients. Steaks and other meats
are provided by some of the nation’s top butchers.
If you are looking for a fine dining experience that
will satisfy your hunger check out
Andiamo Steakhouse.
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Detroit Ballroom at the D
Experience the ideal setting for your wedding in
Downtown Las Vegas. Check out the Las Vegas
meeting spaces and venues at the D. Our four
venues cater to parties between 10 to 500 people.
Every detail is designed to always keep you at the
top of your game and to turn business to pleasure.

THE D
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Traverse City Patio
Traverse City Patio has a fantastic view of the
Downtown Las Vegas Event Center and is the ideal
spot for a cocktail hour with up to 100 people.

THE D
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Vue Bar
Looking for a bar that mixes both the inside and
out? Check out Vue Bar! Located on the second
floor of the D Las Vegas Casino is an outdoor
patio where you can enjoy cold drinks, great slots,
and a view unlike any other.

THE D
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Joe Vicari’s Andiamo
Italian Steakhouse
Andiamo American Prime. Italian flavor. Indulge in
premium American steaks and irresistible Italian favorites that will keep you coming back for more at
our premium Las Vegas steakhouse downtown. Joe
Vicari’s philosophy, originating from the late Master
Chef Aldo Ottaviani, is to buy the freshest ingredients
and prepare them from scratch every day. We are
able to offer the finest products by partnering with
the nation’s top butchers, including Pat LaFrieda and
Stockyard Premium beef, all natural Strauss ®️ Lamb
and Veal and premium free range chicken.

THE D
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Circa
overview

Time. There’s simply nothing more valuable. This is the truth that drives us to make the
most of every moment. Rooted in the neon glow of the past, we celebrate living large
in the now, and keep our eyes wide open to the future. Drawing on the best that has
come before us, we are building a new legacy: one that turns the good times up to eleven
and burns bright with the original spirit of Vegas. In a city where time disappears, we are
the masters of these fleeting moments, creating experiences that electrify the soul and
memories that will last forever. We go big. We go all night. And here, everyone is on the
guest list. So get loose and get loud. This is Circa. The time of your life.
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Legacy Club Rooftop
Inspired by Las Vegas’ founding fathers, Legacy
Club Rooftop Cocktails overlooks the city on level
60, delivering an elegant rooftop club lounge with
a panoramic view of the Downtown skyline. Paying
homage to the movers and shakers who helped build
Las Vegas, metal busts lines its hall, while spirited
black and white photography frames the entrance,
leading patrons to the club’s show-stopping attraction:
a display of 1,000 ounces in gold.

Barry’s Downtown Prime
Vintage glamour and hospitality meet modern
innovation and design at this classic steakhouse.
Owners Barry Dakake, Yassine Lyoubi, Marco
Cicione, and Donnie Rihn have created a restaurant
that delivers the city’s finest steaks and seafood,
creative cocktails and outstanding service. Barry’s
Downtown Prime exudes old school style and flavor
with a modern twist.

CIRCA
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Legacy Club Rooftop
Legacy Club Rooftop provides an unparalleled
outdoor experience with the best panoramic
view of Las Vegas in town. The most iconic place
with the perfect backdrop to create a highly
personalized atmosphere for your reception.

CIRCA
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Barry’s Downtown Prime
The restaurant is designed for flexibility and
provides unique experiences that range from playful
entertainment dining areas with live performances to
intimate booth seating under a beautiful olive tree with
glimmering lights to a multi-functional private dining
room that can hold small to large private parties.

CIRCA
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Featured Suites
overview

After your special day, join your loved one for a romantic evening in one of our four
featured suites. These rooms can be utilized as a dressing lounge, cocktail lounge, and a
place for you and your guests to stay.
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the D Suite

Penthouse Suite at Golden Gate

While all suites feature modern amenities and luxuries,
perhaps the best part of every suite is the spectacular
view of the Las Vegas Mountains or the view of the
stunning lights below on Fremont Street. Each suite
includes a full wet-bar, two refrigerators, three
flat-screen TVs and so much more.

Elegance and rich vintage Vegas style encompass
two luxurious penthouses ready for you to relax, play,
and entertain. Our two premium penthouses can be
found on the fifth floor, filled with artwork, rich wood
countertops, and chandeliers.

Hospitality Suite at Circa

Founder’s Suite Circa

Whether you’re closing a deal or prepping for your big
day, our Hospitality Suite lets you do it in high style.
With flexible seating for different functions, including
a banquet table and a convertible couch, there’s plenty
of room to accommodate your group. Every suite also
comes with a full bath and views of the strip or the
sunrise over the mountains.

Experience the height of old school Vegas glamour
and luxury in the 1830 square foot Founders Suite.
The Founders Suite features two bedrooms with Serta
Chateau mattresses, an additional half bath, and a living
room outfitted with a bar and a full refrigerator, dining
table, additional banquette seating and an electric
fireplace.

FEATURED SUITES
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the D Suite
Located on our exclusive keyed entry 17th Suite
Floor, this three-room luxury suite features new
contemporary furnishings and custom designs.
Along with the features found in the D Suite, our
Two Bedroom Suites include a dining table for six,
a powder room, two beautiful bedrooms fitted with
plush king-sized mattresses, private bathrooms
featuring dual vanities, upgraded L’Occitane products,
and a walk-in rain shower.

FEATURED SUITES
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Penthouse Suite at Golden Gate
Each Las Vegas penthouse includes a spacious layout
with two bedrooms, 2.5 bathrooms, plush living area
with three giant flat-screen TVs, an island bar and
a kitchen area. The penthouses also include a large
outdoor patio with comfortable lounge seating, a
state-of-the-art gas grill, wall-mounted fireplace, full
wet bar, and 50-inch flat-screen TV.

FEATURED SUITES
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Hospitality Suite at Circa
• Bar w/ Seating up to 7*
• Conference Table
• Full Bath
• Storage Closet including Mini Refrigerator
• Seating Area w/ Convertible Couch w/ Inova Bed
• Optional Connecting Room w/ Double Kings

FEATURED SUITES
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Founder’s Suite at Circa
• Two Separate Bedrooms w/ Serta Chateau Mattress
• Banquette Seating
• Dining Table
• Additional 1/2 Bath
• Living Room w/ Electric Fireplace
• Bar w/ Mini Refrigerator
• Strip View
• Powder room

FEATURED SUITES
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Wedding Packages
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VUE BAR BALCONY
WEDDING
The balcony at VueBar is located under the bright lights of Fremont Street Experience and provides the
ultimate Downtown Vegas backdrop for the special day. The balcony is a maximum of 10 people and a
$450 rental for a ceremony. Indoor bar area for up to 50 people beginning at $3,000+.

WEDDING PACKAGES
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LEGACY CLUB
WEDDING
Option 1

Option 2

Sunday – Wednesday
9am – 2pm
F&B minimums starting at $5,000+
Minimum 50 people

Thursday – Saturday
9am – 12pm
Catering minimums starting at $8,000+
Minimum 50 people

*Buy outs for weddings starting after 2pm and range from $20,000-$60,000

WEDDING PACKAGES
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Unique Weddings
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STADIUM SWIM
at Circa Resort & Casino
•
•
•
•
•
•

SIX POOLS, THREE DIFFERENT LEVELS
4,000 PERSON CAPACITY
30 CABANAS
38 DAY BEDS
143FT SCREEN

Let us make your special day unconventional with our six pools on
three different levels with a flawless view of our massive 143-foot
high-definition screen. Stadium Swim is an adaptable venue that will
meet all your Las Vegas wedding needs. Along with our 30 private
cabanas, our two super cabanas are perfect for hosting any reception.

14-MILLION-PIXEL SCREEN

UNIQUE WEDDINGS
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CONTACT
the D Casino

Circa Resort and Casino

301 Fremont Street

8 Fremont Street

Las Vegas, NV 89101

Las Vegas, NV 89101

sales@theD.com

sales@circalasvegas.com

702.388.2200

702.388.2200
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